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Figure 2: Arctic Crisis Workshop participant’s group photo.  Photo: ADAC 
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Introduction 

The Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) is a U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security (DHS) Science and Technology (S&T) Center of Excellence in Maritime Research, 

Hosted by the University of Alaska. 

 

ADAC collaborated with Sandia National Laboratories and an array of U.S. Federal, State of Alaska 

and academic partners in the planning and execution of the Arctic Crisis Weather workshop, 23 May 

2019 at University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA). 

 

This report presents the methodology, proceedings, and results of the “Arctic Crisis Weather...Finding 

Better Meteorological Planner and Forecaster Coordination” workshop.  Hereafter, this workshop will 

be referred to as the “Crisis Weather Coordination” workshop.   

The Crisis Weather Coordination workshop was held at the Lucy Cuddy Hall on the UAA Campus on 

23 May 2019.  This workshop was planned and moderated by the Arctic Domain Awareness Center 

(ADAC), a U.S. Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Center of Excellence in 

Maritime Research hosted by the University of Alaska (in particular, UAA). 

This workshop consisted of a gathering of weather forecasting, environmental modeling, and 

emergency management professionals assembled to identify gaps, shortfalls, and missing resources 

needed to accurately assess risks and effectively respond to several severe weather and mass 

rescue incidents.  Due to the great distances, sparse populations, and unforgiving climate that 

Figure 3: Visuals associated with the Scenarios 

discussed in the workshop 
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encompass much of the North American Arctic, effective risk mitigation strategies require 

dependable, accurate, and high fidelity forecast models.  The acute environmental awareness and 

predictive computer modeling integral to effective management and oversight of remote response 

operations is difficult to achieve in rapidly changing Arctic climates.   

The high fidelity situational awareness normally achieved through a vast array of sensors, weather 

observations, damage reports, and news reporting is simply not possible to support current and 

projected populations 

across the remote Arctic.   

Weather forecasters and 

environmental modelers 

must instead rely on very 

small sets of data and 

observations from which to 

validate models and make 

forecast predictions. 

The Crisis Weather 

Coordination workshop 

gathered meteorologists, 

emergency managers, and 

modeling scientists from a multitude of Arctic-focused agencies for the express purpose of 

determining ways to identify capability gaps and improve inter-agency communication and 

coordination during a variety of severe Arctic weather-related crisis response events.  These goals 

were accomplished by having workshop participants assess tools and knowledge needed to respond 

to a wide variety of scenarios which challenged terrestrial, maritime, and aviation crisis response 

capabilities.  The workshop afforded weather and climate experts a scenario-based framework with 

which to engage emergency managers and identify the highest resolution models, useful forecast 

data, and helpful graphical information display systems. 

The Crisis Weather Coordination workshop followed the Anchorage Arctic-related Incidents of 

National Significance (Arctic IoNS—2019) workshop on which was conducted at UAA on 20-22 May 

2019.  The Crisis Weather Coordination workshop was timed in order to attempt to capture 

momentum gained from the Anchorage Arctic IoNS workshop, with many participants engaging in 

both workshops.  This process leveraged the previous workshops’ networking and group dynamics to 

dive into the scenario discussions with increased efficiency. 

The idea in holding the Crisis Weather Coordination workshop was conceived as a result of the 

August 2018 Arctic Maritime Symposium (AMS18) at the Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson in 

Anchorage.  During the Arctic Maritime Symposium, participants discussed the increasing frequency 

and severity of Arctic meteorological events, which have had significant impacts on many Alaskan 

and particular, Arctic rural and Native communities and areas of U.S. national interest alike.  

Advancing the urgency of addressing the challenges of increasingly severe weather related to the 

Arctic was also a result of U.S. Coast Guard District 17’s request that ADAC’s Arctic IoNS 2019 focus 

on the impacts of a significant weather-related event affecting the Bering Sea region.  Lastly, the 

Meteorological Services Interagency meeting held in mid-April 2019 by the National Oceanic and 

Figure 4: Dr. Cathy Sandeen, UAA Chancellor, welcomes participants to the Arctic 

Crisis Weather Workshop Photo: ADAC 
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), underscored the need to address impacts of the rapidly 

changing Arctic meteorological landscape, which complicates and challenges traditional 

understanding of expected weather norms and drives increased operational risk.  Accordingly, the 

Crisis Weather Coordination workshop was planned and designed as a continued investigation of 

concerns initially discussed at August 2018, AMS18, advanced in broad scale as a result of the April 

2019 NOAA Meteorological Services Interagency meeting, and yet further advanced in finer scale as 

a result of the ADAC Arctic IoNS 2019 workshop in May 2019. 

Sponsor Acknowledgement  

ADAC respectfully acknowledges and expresses sincerest thanks and appreciation to 

the U.S. Arctic Research Commission who contributed funds, which proved essential 

in planning and conducting this workshop.  

 

Workshop and Associated Report 

Dedication.  ADAC respectfully dedicates 

the Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination workshop 

and this rapporteurs report in honor of the 

service and fidelity to duty of National Weather 

Service Alaska Director, Carven Scott, CAPT, 

USNR, (Ret), on the occasion of his retirement 

from the National Weather Service following a 

long and distinctive career.  Mr. Scott’s vision, 

intelligence and boundless energy have enabled 

remarkable successes in advancing unified 

efforts between multiple communities who care 

deeply about Alaska and the Arctic region.  ADAC 

has been highly honored to support Mr. Scott 

and NWS Alaska since January 2016 and will persistently seek to advance his message of 

cooperation and collaboration across federal, state, local, tribal governments, academia and industry 

to achieve better domain awareness and understanding.  We thank Mr. Scott for his contributions to 

Arctic Science and wish him fair winds and following seas (at least in spirit) as he relocates to be 

near family in Colorado USA.  

 

Executive Summary 

The Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination workshop followed the Anchorage Arctic-related Incidents of 

National Significance (Arctic IoNS—2019) workshop conducted at UAA on 20-22 May 2019.  The 

Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination workshop was the latest in a series of related workshops planned 

and conducted by ADAC designed to provide an inclusive forum for the collaborative development to 

identify and characterize challenges while identifying pathways to provide solutions which reduce 

Figure 5:  Mr. Carven Scott, NWS Arctic Director.  A Great 

American and Inspiring leader for the Arctic region 
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risks and advance a more promising future, principally oriented to the Alaskan and greater North 

American Arctic region.  

The preceding Arctic IoNS 2019 workshops, which was a two-part effort starting with an Alaskan 

Native/rural Alaskan “Insights” workshop in Nome, Alaska and a follow-on “science and technology  

focused workshop in Anchorage...centered around a large storm-driven crisis in the Bering  Sea.  

Those workshops facilitated cultural and operational discussions and generated momentum for an 

objective evaluation of meteorological and environmental data shortfalls.  The preceding workshops 

sought Alaskan Native and other rural Alaskans’ insights on crisis response to inform emergency 

response planners on flaws or inconsistencies in their assumptions, to describe the key concerns or 

gaps that remote populations would experience during these types of incidents, and to discuss how 

their communities might act as force 

multipliers during an ongoing crisis. 

The concerns expressed at the 

preceding workshops demonstrate 

that Alaska Native and Rural Arctic 

communities are concerned with the 

impacts of a host of emergency and 

disaster scenarios, with residents 

placing a priority on issues such as 

disaster and weather-related food 

shortages, supply and transportation 

system interruptions, and pandemics 

from virus and infectious disease. 

Participants noted the importance 

of solutions that are multi-

functional, providing effective 

response capabilities for a wide range of potential emergencies.  Experienced emergency managers 

and response coordinators expressed the need for multi-faceted “complete-domain awareness” tools 

that inform both maritime and inland response operations and are flexible enough to address a wide 

range of incidents while being suitable for use by multiple response organizations and government 

agencies.  Participants expressed great interest in developing advanced, modern communications 

and energy solutions to augment existing infrastructure during disaster response operations and for 

continued use in the most remote Arctic areas.  Participants also largely agreed upon the need for 

continued research into efficient environmental data reporting and collection methods to inform and 

validate existing models in today’s dynamic and rapidly changing Arctic.   

As rapidly-changing weather conditions continue to break seasonal records, which challenge Arctic 

operations, the need for high-fidelity tools that can describe and predict on-scene conditions only 

grows more urgent.  The gaps and shortfalls identified through these workshop scenarios only grow 

more critical with the passage of time and the increasing effects of a changing Arctic region.    

Lastly, workshop participants described “why” increased collaboration at fine scale between the 

community of weather forecasters is essential to share data and compare forecasts.  These same 

participants also offered an array of suggestions which advance the “how” can possibly be gained in 

order to achieve actual improvements in coordinating and collaborating meteorological services in 

Figure 6:  ADAC Executive Director Randy "Church" Kee provides opening 

remarks.  Photo: ADAC 
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support of an Arctic crisis event.  These include practical measures that at one level, simply 

advances routine interface and co-production of meteorological reporting, while at another, 

advances concepts that may require a relook at bridging authorities between U.S. departments and 

agencies with potentially associated resource sharing.  

Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination 2019: A Planning Overview 

Planning the Arctic Crisis Weather Workshop began with input and feedback from leading Arctic 

meteorological experts expressing their strong desire to more closely align their current and planned  

GIS displays, forecasts, and environmental models with the needs of Arctic operators and emergency 

responders.  This workshop was planned to, through the course of several scenarios, identify the key 

environmental information needed to plan and coordinate response operations, evaluate and 

manage operational risks, and make go or no-go determinations based on meteorological data. 

The widely varying scenarios were specifically identified to tap into differing weather forecast areas 

and environmental data needs, requiring multiple weather professionals to coordinate and highlight 

their most reliable data.  This scenario-driven process was chosen to pair response operations 

planners and emergency managers with weather professionals to shed light on ideal datasets, 

highlight the most desirable GIS platforms, and determine the most operationally relevant forecast 

criteria. 

The anticipated outcomes of the workshop included identification of currently unavailable weather 

data, increased coordination between weather professionals and emergency responders, and 

development of best practice methodology for interagency communications and coordination. 

Arctic IoNS 2019: Nome “Insights” Workshop Summary  

The Arctic IoNS Nome “Insights” workshop used the 

potential impacts of a major storm-driven Bering Sea 

maritime accident scenario, followed by widespread 

damage to Western Alaska coastal regions in order to 

“stress the system” and highlight shortfalls in 

“managing a complex Arctic crisis response.” 

The Nome Arctic IoNS workshop sought Alaskan 

Native and other rural Alaskan’s insights on crisis 

response to inform emergency response planners on 

flaws or inconsistencies in their assumptions, to 

describe their key concerns, or illustrate resource 

gaps that remote populations would experience during 

these types of incidents.  An additional workshop goal 

was to discuss what capabilities local communities 

can provide that might act as force multipliers during 

specific stages of an ongoing crisis. 

Workshop participants described that overall, Alaska native and rural communities are concerned 

about a wide host of emergencies, with most residents placing a higher priority on issues such as 

Figure 7: Arctic IoNS 2019: Nome Insights Title 

Page 
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disaster and weather related food shortages, supply and transportation system interruptions, and 

pandemics from virus and infectious disease.  Participants noted it will likely be important for any 

new array of solutions to be capable to work broadly.  Experienced local emergency managers 

express the need for multi-faceted domain awareness tools that include maritime and inland 

response solutions which are capable and flexible enough to address a wide range of incidents.   

Participants related that many Alaska native and rural communities are ready and willing to become 

more integral to the incident response system as they strive for increased self-sufficiency through 

training and technological innovation.  Local communities understand that, due to their remote 

locations and limited infrastructure, responders may not be readily available or may need to limit 

their response operations until storm conditions pass and visibility improves.   

Arctic IoNS 2019: Anchorage Workshop Summary 

Informed by prior planning and the advance “Insights” 

workshop in Nome, the second Arctic IoNS 2019 workshop 

was focused in understanding the science and technology 

shortfalls associated with the overall crisis response.  

Accordingly, the 2019 Anchorage Arctic IoNS workshop 

consisted of a set of expert key-note and plenary 

presentations, a table-top/computer-guided scenario 

exercise, and a set of breakout groups to identify shortfalls 

that will steer the development of emerging science and 

technology research applications. 

Arctic IoNS 2019 employed a hypothetical distress scenario 

created by a major storm incident in the Bering Sea, which 

first disabled a large container vessel, followed by a storm 

damage-related crisis along several coastlines of western 

Alaska, including damage and destruction of infrastructure 

along a wide path.  Complicating matters as U.S. Coast 

Guard and other first responders swung into action was an 

earthquake centered near Anchorage, Alaska’s most 

significant multi-modal port complex, restricting routine 

inter-theater logistics flow from outside of Alaska to intra-theater flow and then to crisis destinations 

in remote Western Alaska.  In sum, these factors equated to a coastal and littoral disaster region-

wide “stress to the system” and illustrated shortfalls in “managing a complex Arctic crisis response.” 

Participants noted the importance of solutions that are multi-functional, providing effective response 

capabilities for a wide range of potential emergencies.  Experienced emergency managers and 

response coordinators expressed the need for multi-faceted domain awareness tools that include 

maritime and inland response capabilities and are flexible enough to address a wide range of 

incidents while being suitable for use by a wide variety of response organizations and government 

agencies.  Participants expressed great interest in developing advanced, modern communications 

and energy solutions to augment existing infrastructure during disaster response operations and for 

continued use in the most remote Arctic areas.  Participants also largely agreed upon the need for 

research into efficient environmental data reporting and collection to inform and validate existing 

Figure 8: Arctic IoNS 2019: Anchorage 

Workshop Title Page 
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models in today’s dynamic and rapidly changing Arctic.   As a follow up to the Arctic IoNS 2019 

workshops, ADAC released a funded solicitation to address shortfalls in Science and Technology via 

new sponsored research in August 2019.  The Center awaits responses to this request for proposals, 

which are due to ADAC by 7 October 2019. 

 

Workshop Method 

The Crisis Weather Coordination workshop involved a set of initial plenary discussions followed by 

division of workshop participants into separate breakout groups to assess a set of scenarios in terms 

of specific questions.  The plenary discussions were intended to give workshop participants the same 

baseline level of knowledge necessary to address the scenarios.  The breakout groups entailed 

separating workshop participants into groups to independently assess a series of scenarios and 

questions mentioned above in the Scenario Description section. 

During the course of the workshop, participants were encouraged to identify current procedures and 

environmental/meteorological products, and also closely collaborate to discover useful new sources 

and methods for more descriptive, reflective, and precise environmental products. 

Workshop participants were encouraged to identify current weather science methodology and 

procedures used to prepare for severe weather and crisis response and contrast those 

methodologies with new and innovative techniques and technologies that could potentially improve 

forecast accuracy and resolution, facilitating more informed risk management strategies and 

response operation planning.  

Workshop participants, through scenario response planning, were encouraged to identify the 

environmental data and sensor capabilities critical to accurately assessing risk and determining 

effective response operations.  In identifying the critical situational awareness tools needed to 

determine the severity and extent of various natural disasters, weather and operations professionals 

can collectively identify current data and sensor shortfalls, and describe their potential impact on 

response operations. 

This workshop sought advice from the meteorological community on potential improvements to 

existing organizational approaches with ocean and atmospheric monitoring and forecasting, 

specifically geared towards maritime and wide-scale regional disaster response.  Additionally, the 

workshop outcomes informed operational requirements and potential solutions to support 

meteorological planning and forecasting development through scientific research and technological 

innovation.  Finally, the workshop hoped to grow and nurture new collaborative partnerships and 

cooperative agreements to improve upon meteorological support to crisis response operations in 

terms of wide-scale regional disaster response. 

Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination Workshop 2019: Plenary Sessions 

In order to provide a needed foundation and addressing the need for specific challenges at fine 

scale, two plenary sessions were given by Mr. Carven Scott, Director of the National Weather Service 

(NWS) Alaska Region, (based in Anchorage AK) and Mr. Michael Bonadonna, the Federal Coordinator 
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for Meteorology at the Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorology (OFCM), Silver Spring 

Maryland.   

Mr.  Scott’s plenary session was 

entitled “Why it Matters: 

Reflections on the strategic and 

the long-term potential for the 

workshop outcomes.”   

This session’s goal was to inform 

workshop participants about 

transformations in the weather 

forecasting service paradigm.  

Past weather forecasting was 

done by only providing the raw 

forecast data such as weather and 

temperature and having the 

stakeholder determine how the 

information was used.   

 

Current weather forecasting technique involves understanding the specific needs and requirements 

of various stakeholders dependent upon weather forecasting, and relaying the forecasting 

information in a manner that is targeted to those needs and requirements.  Mr. Scott noted that the 

current forecasting technique both requires and stimulates a sense of “cooperative federalism.”  

However, he noted that many agencies deal with certain challenges (such as unusual weather 

forecasting challenges) internally rather than external collaboration due to a fear of losing funding or 

programs. 

It is in the great potential for interagency coordination and cooperation that the near-impossible task 

of overall Arctic environmental awareness can be managed.  With increased delineation of effort and 

acknowledgement of particular areas of expertise, a collective and comprehensive stewardship of 

Arctic environmental data can emerge.       

Mr. Scott also discussed gaps in forecasting ability.  Currently, Arctic weather forecasting models 

have a large degree of uncertainty in outputs, and using observational data to verify the model 

output data is challenging due to the difficulty and level of effort involved in obtaining observational 

data.  The significance of inaccurate model output is that it holds back undeveloped facets of the 

Arctic such as situational awareness, economics, homeland security, and national security.   

Without the ability to forecast accurately, these facets of Arctic concerns will remain stunted.  

Because Arctic maritime operators face unique challenges such as sea ice and ocean region freezing 

spray, which complicates forecasting and also impairs sensing equipment.   

Underscoring the need to address crisis response, Mr. Scott carefully noted for search and rescue, 

humanitarian assistance, disaster response, and law enforcement ability to effectively respond to 

crises is hampered without accurate forecast data. 

Figure 9: Mr. Carven Scott, Director, NWS Alaska Region reflecting on "Why it 

Matters" Photo: ADAC 
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As the gaze of Alaska, The United States, and ultimately the rest of the world fixes more and more 

frequently upon the Arctic as a place for natural resource exploration and extraction, maritime 

transportation system expansion, and tourism; the costs associated with lack of awareness will 

continue to grow.    

There are several reasons to invest in improved Arctic forecasting services, according to Mr. Scott.  

These reasons are increased marine traffic, natural resource extraction, Alaskan infrastructure 

needs, and homeland and national security.  He provided infrastructure examples such as a possible 

Port of Nome, 

examination of long-

term coastal erosion, 

and a need for a single, 

coherent source of 

climate and season 

forecasting models. 

Finally, Mr. Scott 

discussed the Arctic 

Test Bed (ATB), which is 

a collaborative 

interagency effort 

launched by NOAA to 

ensure that gaps in 

Arctic science and 

technology are 

addressed.   

 

Amongst its mission statements, ATB is intended to address science and technology gaps related to 

“[...] forecast challenges, such as: scarcity of in situ observations in the Arctic; performance concerns 

with weather, water, ocean and wave prediction models in the Arctic region as compared to the rest 

of the US; The lack of maturity of tactical and medium range weather and sea ice modeling 

capabilities.” One solution that Mr. Scott suggested as a way to ensure consistent service delivery 

and cooperation is to utilize the Alaska Environmental Science and Service Integration Center 

(AESSIC) to ensure more consistency in service through enhanced aviation programs, interagency 

science delivery, and integration of Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) into NWS operations. 

The second plenary session was conducted by Michael Bonadonna, and was entitled “Review of 

Arctic Environmental Services Meeting.”  Mr. Bonadonna began by explaining the structural 

framework and duties of the Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorological (OFCM).  OFCM’s 

main function is to examine the expenses made by meteorological agencies in order to get a top-

level overview on what advances these agencies are making.  However, OFCM also coordinates, 

advises, and assists planning endeavors for these agencies.  This is all done in an effort to ensure 

the most optimal use of funding provided to the Federal Weather Enterprise (FEW).   

Figure 10: Mr. Carven Scott describes increased Arctic Activity.  Photo: ADAC 
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In terms of the Arctic, Mr. 

Bonadonna described 

interagency coordination.  

One effort was a meeting 

Mr. Bonadonna had 

coordinated, called the 

Arctic Meeting.  The Arctic 

Meeting was an 

interagency meeting 

intended to understand the 

importance of the Arctic 

and the shortfalls in the 

Arctic.  60+ attendees from 

the Department of 

Defense, Department of 

Energy, Department of 

Homeland Security, 

National Science 

Foundation, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and other agencies took part in the 

meeting to discuss policy coordination, operational collaboration, and the U.S. Strategic National 

Interest in the Arctic.   

Mr. Bonadonna also touched on Interagency Arctic Research and Policy Committee (IARPC) 

collaborative efforts.  He noted that IARPC supports 14 federal agencies’ Arctic research by providing 

a platform for Arctic scientists and researchers to communicate and coordinate plans.  Mr. 

Bonadonna mentioned that a lack of focus in the Arctic was to blame for current shortfalls in Arctic 

weather service capability.  Mr. Bonadonna ended his presentation by the statement “so what” - in 

other words, what is the point of research if it cannot assist in decision making? 

 

Scenario Descriptions 

The Crisis Weather workshop presented five 

different scenarios to participants at different 

stages during the workshop.  These scenarios 

reflected differing stresses that may be imposed 

on the meteorological community when time-

sensitive crises occur.  Each scenario comes with a 

specific set of considerations that workshop 

participants must address. 

In the first scenario, a severe storm occurs in the 

Bering Sea and is concurrent with peak crab 

fishing season.  The storm is characterized by 

exceptionally low pressure, heavy winds, and high 

seas.  As a result, many crab fishing vessels are 

Figure 11: Mr. Michael Bonadonna, Office of the Federal Coordinator for 

Meteorological (OFCM). Photo: ADAC 

Figure 12:  Satellite image of storm Photo: Pixabay 
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caught unawares and founder, which elicits a Search and Rescue (SAR) response from the United 

States Coast Guard and other agencies.  These harsh conditions cause SAR aircrews to operate in 

unfamiliar and extreme conditions including timing the deployment and recovery of rescue swimmers 

within the crest of extreme wave heights, flying in heavy turbulence, and re-calibrating aircraft 

instruments. These conditions challenge risk management strategies and require detailed 

meteorological data for operational planning.  The first scenario’s considerations include: 

1. Ability to forecast regions with increased probability of significant wave heights 

2. Ability to use ocean current modeling in the U.S. Arctic region to determine rate and direction 

of drift for unpowered vessels. 

3. Addressing response forces’ meteorological needs, in order to allow improved information in 

decision-maker “go/no-go” determination when assessing whether to dispatch response 

vehicles or vessels. 

4. Assessing what data is needed and the associated quantity of needed data to improve 

forecasts. 

5. What communications and domain awareness/understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the ocean and atmospheric monitoring and forecast 

community to improve support related to the scenario? 

The second scenario involves a severe forest fire 

in Interior Alaska during late July.  The fire 

threatens Eielson Air Force Base and North Pole, 

which prompts a large rescue effort to save 

people and preserve as much property as 

possible.  The fire follows an unseasonably dry 

spring, so available water sources are scarce.  

Strong winds cause the forest fire to rapidly 

spread beyond the ability of response 

personnel’s’ ability to contain the fire.  Heavy 

smoke and poor air quality necessitate an 

evacuation of people away from Eielson and 

North Pole.   

The evacuation response is further complicated by limited evacuation options for response 

personnel due to prime tourist season in the greater Fairbanks area.  The second scenario is 

intended to cause workshop participants to consider: 

Figure 13: Firefighters and wildfire.  Photo: Pixabay 
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1. Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

2. Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

3. What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

Scenario three entails a new “adventure class” cruise vessel in the eastern Beaufort Sea, bearing 

towards the Northwest Passage, which enters a severe storm system and subsequently has its 

propulsion systems disabled.  Approximately 500 passengers aboard the ship experience significant 

rolling movements and rapidly become severely ill in conjunction with these events.  In response, a 

Mass Rescue Operation is jointly coordinated by the United States Coast Guard and Canadian Coast 

Guard to assist the stricken ship and severely ill passengers.  Due to the severe weather conditions 

and large number of ill passengers, responders find it extremely difficult to remove and transport 

passengers. Responders must consider how to safely slow the ship’s drift and rescue patients who 

have the greatest need for medical care.  The third scenario’s considerations include: 

1. Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

2. Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts.  

3. How to leverage 

weather information 

to effect securing of 

the drifting vessel. 

4. What 

communications 

and domain 

awareness/domain 

understanding 

needs (and decision 

management tools) 

are needed by the 

forecast community 

to improve support 

associated the 

scenario? 

The fourth scenario is prompted by a severe storm in southwestern Alaska that causes flooding in 

the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta.  A wide-area rescue response is initiated, seeking to rescue people in 

disparate locations in geographically challenging areas.  The storm moves inland with associated low 

pressure producing widespread flooding.  As a result, multiple response operations are required to 

transport residents from low lying areas.  Current and predicted storm surge and flood stage 

Figure 14: Breakout groups.  Photo: ADAC 
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information becomes critical to both triaging the most severely affected areas and planning shelter 

and staging areas. Scenario four’s considerations should cause workshop participants to consider: 

1. Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

2. Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

3. Assessing how to advise medical responder’s cumulative effects of weather stresses 

affecting local community. 

4. What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

The fifth and final scenario involves a new flu strain which infects Prudhoe Bay drillers and operators.  

The strain quickly becomes increasingly virulent.  Those most affected by the new flu strain are the 

most fit and physically capable people.  However, due to a series of winter storms, visibility is limited 

at the airport, which complicates the ability to airlift infected personnel.  Scenario five is intended 

cause workshop participants to consider: 

1. Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

2. Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

3. What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

The impetus for each of these scenarios is to bring attention to the following areas of concern: 

1. Assess current baseline of meteorological operational models effectiveness in precision 

forecast of parameters essential for operational decision making, oriented to Arctic Alaska. 

2. Investigate meteorological models associated from non-U.S. federal systems from Federal 

affiliates, academic/institutional, commercial and/or international, that would be used in an 

Arctic regional response. 

3. Assess current baselines and limitations in ocean and atmospheric observations in remote 

regions of the Arctic (and Arctic Alaska). 

4. Assess baselines and limitations in satellite derived imagery to ascertain crisis area 

meteorological conditions in an Arctic regional response. 

5. Determine areas for improved collaboration between response agencies in addressing the 

scenario. 
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6. Examine opportunities for improved contributions in non-response organizations support of a 

crisis response. 

7. Design an initial framework/road-map, which would result in an overall better response by 

the community of response agencies (partnered by the volunteering “non-response” 

organizations. 

 

Breakout Group Discussions 

Scenario Overview and Breakout Group Discussion 

In the paragraphs that follow, this report will provide an overview of the five crisis scenarios, followed 

by summary descriptions of each breakout group’s discussion and analysis of each respective 

scenario. Each scenario included an associated list of specific concerns addressed by the breakout 

group participants, which are listed below each scenario description.  

 

Scenario #1 

A Significant Bering Sea storm during the height of crab fishing results in a number of Search and 

Rescue missions for 

foundering vessels. The 

severity of the storm causes 

response complications, and 

exceptional low pressure, 

heavy winds, and high seas 

creates additional 

complications to aircrew. 

These complications require 

the aircrew to recalibrate 

aircraft instruments, further 

elevating safety concerns to 

the pilots and dispatching 

leadership.  

The specific concerns associated with Scenario #1 and discussed by each breakout group are listed 

below:  

 Ability to forecast regions with increased probabilities/risks ocean waves 

 Ability to use ocean current modelling in the U.S. Arctic region to determine the rate and 

direction of drift for unpowered vessels. 

 Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

Figure 15: Ocean Waves. Photo: Pixabay 
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 Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts.  

 What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the ocean and atmospheric monitoring and forecast 

community to improve support associated the scenario?  

 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #1 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

When addressing the meteorological needs of response forces in order to make a “go or no-go” 

determination, Group A’s core concern was in regard to the safety of the crew, equipment, and the 

personnel performing the rescue. Issues that may significantly impact these assets include wave 

height and frequency, ice, and wind. For example, if the frequency of the wave’s increases, the 

likelihood of rogue waves correspondingly increases, creating an even more critical twist to the 

scenario. In this case, response forces would ideally need to have knowledge of the conditions 500 

ft. from the objective rescue area. However, this would require real time data.  

In terms of assessing “what data is needed,” and the associated quantification of such data required 

to improve forecasts, Group A identified a need for more buoys in the Bering Sea in order to increase 

the quantity and access of real time data to validate forecast models. However, one of the 

fundamental reasons for the current lack of buoys boils down to the presence of seasonal ice. In 

order to overcome this challenge, Group A participants discussed the potential ability to fix buoys to 

the seabed, allowing them to model the sea state without breaking when colliding with ice. That said, 

buoys can be very expensive, fishing nets have the potential to catch on the buoys if they are not low 

enough, and there is no current data for the effects of this alteration on sea life.  

Alternative to increasing the number of buoys in the Bering Sea, the group discussed using a 

helicopter to deploy a buoy specifically during missions, or comparable technology that could be 

implemented into the helicopter containing the ability to function similarly to radars used to see 

through desert dust (to circumvent the issue of LIDAR wavelength being absorbed by humid and wet 

conditions).   

When discussing the communication needs of the atmospheric monitoring and forecasting 

community, Group A highlighted that the local communities in which communication technology is to 

be located must first be consulted. The Group agreed that project approval and support by local 

communities is vital to moving forward with increased communication infrastructure, as much of the 

essential and desired communication technology requires the installment of multiple devices in 

various locations. However, while a local community may agree to provide approval for the 

placement of communication technology in their area, funding is a major limitation to execution.  
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One way to hurdle the limitations of funding discussed by the Group is to link any project to an 

external agency/institution with similar needs, such as the U.S. Coast Guard. Group A discussed 

installing communication technology in locations as specified by the needs of the Coast Guard, 

particularly containing sensor signals that can be utilized to analyze and categorize the 

communications information. This data could then be automatically transmitted to surrounding 

communities and meteorologists. 

   

Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

When discussing Scenario #1, Group B participants largely expressed concerns regarding the lack of 

real-time data available to respond to such a crisis. In particular, given the complexity of the 

scenario, without accurate real-time data responders experience uncertainty when executing 

decisions, as the safety of crew members and response personnel remains the highest priority 

during Search and Rescue (SAR) operations. As such, several Group B participants expressed that 

data and information confidence is more important, and thus a greater need, than a broader range 

of data.  

Alaska’s harsh and variable climate, however, further complicates weather professional’s ability to 

re-create real-time conditions utilizing forecast models. Wind and ice, for example, are two 

characteristics notoriously powerful and influential to SAR operations in the Bering Sea. High winds 

can cause frequent and rapid shifts in wave height and direction. The presence of ice further 

compounds the issue by decreasing the friction on boundary surfaces, resulting in even higher and 

more variable winds.  

The group discussed the use of Wave Watch 3 (WW3), a NOAA developed program utilized by the 

Navy to create ocean wave models in the Arctic’s harsh environment. While it was agreed that WW3 

is a crucial resource, the program’s accuracy was questioned by some participants. For example, one 

group member expressed that the program frequently underestimates wave height, and that 

realistically, the waves can be 1-2 meters above what was predicted. This potential error can 

translate to higher and more frequent breaking waves requiring adaptive adjustments to response 

plans and increased risks to responders. Furthermore, according to group participants, WW3 is very 

good at accurately predicting the models of scenarios that occur in Southwest Alaska, with a focus of 

energy and interaction with the Aleutian Islands. However, WW3 has a difficult time creating models 

for locations north of the Aleutian Islands, as it struggles to map the channels between islands.  

To aid the lack of real-time data, Group B discussed utilizing volunteer vessels near the crisis area 

that could be equipped with deployable sensors, such as an XBT meter, to be launched in the event 

of a crisis. The group further discussed the possibility of hooking these devices into the AIS network.  
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In sum, when addressing the SAR operations of Scenario #1, Group B agreed that the current 

available meteorological data and information generated to address such a scenario only contains 

the most basic forecast discussions and lacks descriptions of model confidence levels. 

  

Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

 

Similarly to Groups A and B, Group C agreed that when assessing the meteorological needs required 

to appropriately respond to the crisis in Scenario #1, increased accuracy of real-time data and high 

precision environmental information are essential. In order to address this need, participants first 

discussed the possibility of increasing the quantity of buoys in the Bering Sea. Furthermore, Group B 

expressed a desire for the ability to receive real-time updates using available autonomous 

technology, rather than putting more human lives at risk to record such data. For example, the use of 

satellite overpass to record current wave and wind speeds was evaluated. However, as discussed by 

Group B, Group C agreed that entirely accurate measurements are difficult to achieve due to the 

interactive nature of the extreme wind, ice, and waves notorious to the region.  

When discussing the available modeling technology that would be used to address Scenario #1, a 

participant noted that there are some ocean and drift models utilized for military SAR operations in 

the Arctic that are not available to the public, but likely could be. When using these particular 

models, the last known position of a foundering vessel can be utilized to calculate and predict a 

potential end location (time dependent) to a percentage of accuracy based on the input variables 

(i.e. initial location, wind speed, current, ice, etc.). That said, because this particular modeling 

technology is not open to the general public, it was agreed that versions of this technology should be 

available in some shape or form in order to aid non-military SAR personnel.  

 

Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann  

 

Group D’s discussion primarily revolved around two separate facets of weather forecasting.  The first 

facet was a discussion of spot forecasts, and the second facet was a need for a data-comprehensive 

emergency management tool to aid in a “go” or “no go” condition. 
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Spot forecasts were noted to be 

very helpful by Group D due to the 

ability to forecast specific regions, 

but spot forecasts may prove to be 

problematic in the context of the 

scenario.  Since the scenario 

entails a significant Bering Sea 

storm, it is likely that multiple spot 

forecasts would be necessary in 

order to cover either the extent of 

the storm or the areas in which 

critical assets are present.  This 

was significant because of the 

difficulty involved in creating and 

acquiring these spot forecasts.  

Participants in Group D noted that 

the resolution of the spot forecast was the main driver in how difficult it may be to acquire. A low 

resolution spot forecast leads to a high uncertainty in actual forecast conditions.  Spot forecasts 

themselves are initially based off of a general forecast, then further refined via additional 

observational data and data from other models.  Spot forecasts use those models and observational 

data which is compiled by a meteorologist and finalized “by hand”. Group D noted that Arctic ERMA 

and Arctic COP were useful models for spot forecasting. 

Group D participants mentioned that a potential technology gap was the need for a comprehensive 

emergency and decision management tool.  This technology should be comprehensive in that it 

provides not just forecast weather data, but also available crisis response asset locations and ocean 

current data in case a time-sensitive crisis emerges.   

There were noted concerns regarding the connective reliability of online hosting portals and the 

distribution of potentially sensitive information, however.  Thus, some participants suggested that a 

military website (.mil domain) should be the host.  Participants also suggested that users should be 

able to toggle layers to filter out potentially extraneous information.  Although the public was 

discussed as a potential for providing observational data to this application, participants mentioned 

that fishing vessels may be less interested in providing observational data to the proposed 

application in order to keep their location hidden.  State and federal government agencies might also 

find this application useful.  This tool would be of great use to the meteorological community at large, 

as it would promote interagency coordination and also help bolster the National Weather Service’s 

limited resources in the Arctic region. 

 

Scenario #2 

A severe late July fire in Interior Alaska threatens Eielson Air Force Base and the community of North 

Pole, necessitating a large rescue operation and maximum effort to preserve property. Due to an 

unusually dry spring, natural water sources in the local area are greatly diminished. Strong winds 

whip flames, which create fast advance of the fire lines and outpace responding personnel. Heavy 

Figure 16:  Zack Schulman, HQ USCG and Jack McCaslin, ADAC Fellow.  

Photo: ADAC 
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smoke and dangerous air 

quality, force evacuation of 

base dependents away from 

the base, complicated by 

the fact the greater 

Fairbanks tourist season 

creates limited options for 

evacuated personnel. 

The specific concerns 

associated with Scenario #2 

and discussed by each 

breakout group are listed 

below:  

Addressing response 

forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in decision maker “go/no-

go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

 Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

 What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #2 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

 

According to the participants of Group A, there are multiple avenues for which to retrieve real-time 

data during a wildfire. For example, unmanned aerial craft can be flown through the fire for real-time 

fire spot data. However, the specific aerial vehicle chosen would require the ability to remain 

effective in extremely high temperatures. In addition to autonomous aerial vehicles, the group 

members discussed the use of satellite imagery. However, satellites do not produce data with high 

enough resolution to distinguish flame buildup within the area. Lastly, the group discussed the use of 

LIDAR sensors to measure the ground speed and vertical movement of the fire. Although, the group 

highlighted that as of right now, LIDAR has not been tested for its ability to penetrate small particles, 

such as those of smoke.  

Figure 17: Wildfire Photo: Pixabay 
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In a real scenario, a specialized meteorologist would be on site in order to coordinate with public 

information officers. This is an extremely challenging job for meteorologists, as forecasting such 

events is complicated due to the rapidly changing characteristics of fires driven by strong winds. 

Once a gust of wind is detected on the radar, response teams on the ground are immediately 

contacted to begin appropriate preparations.  

One group participant highlighted the National Weather Service (NWS) office located in Fairbanks, 

Alaska that specializes in tracking wildfires. However, it was pointed out that training and forecasting 

duties are largely tied to the local fire service. The local fire service provides the equipment and 

response personnel for the affected area, while NWS and NOAA provide the atmospheric conditions 

utilized to predict the fire’s behavior. In addition, while the overall ground conditions of wildfires in 

Alaska are not unlike those of the contiguous United States, response operations in the 49th state 

are complicated due to a smaller number of local response personnel, and a lack of 24/7 satellite 

coverage. In terms of Scenario #2, the closest instruments and equipment used to respond to this 

situation would be located in Fairbanks, with the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) providing 

scan eagles and additional assets from Ft. Wainwright (located just outside of Fairbanks). If 

necessary, additional assistance may be requested from Canada.  

In terms of the specified location of the fire in Scenario #2, group members identified that 

communication capabilities would not be of particular risk. For example, the Nixle alert network 

system would be used to notify nearby residents of updates and evacuation.  

 

Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

In order to effectively respond to Scenario #2, Group B participants determined that gathering 

information and data on the conditions of the surrounding area would be the top priority. For 

example, meteorological information such as relative humidity, wind direction, and wind speed, as 

well as locational data for nearby humans and structures, would need to be quickly identified. The 

combination of these factors would inform the fire service about the potential direction and speed 

that the fire may travel, as well as where evacuations may need to be enforced.  

Group members additionally identified that in this situation, on-scene command and control 

meteorologists would likely be required to assist those at ground-zero of the fire. Furthermore, in 

order to manage the quantity of moving parts in this scenario, an effective communication system 

would be vital. The establishment of the communications would need to be arranged in a system 

that allows for the forecast office to reach the incident commander, DOD, the on-scene 

meteorologist, and the first responders on the ground. Group B participants emphasized that 

improper coordination and communication are often the greatest inhibitors of effective crisis 

response.  
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One difficult factor identified by workshop participants is the inability to gather observations from 

within the fire, such as those for visibility and smoke. In a perfect world, as described by Group B 

members, meteorological data sourced from within the fire model would be extremely beneficial. The 

utilization of drones was discussed as a means to combat this complexity. While the drones would 

require the ability to function in extreme heat, deploying an unmanned aerial vehicle would eliminate 

human risk, while potentially providing the ability to collect data from some of the most dense and 

hazardous zones of the fire.  

 

Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

 

When discussing Scenario #2, Group C agreed that communication and collaboration amongst the 

different agencies involved in combating wildfires, as well as with the affected local communities, is 

essential, but not always successful. For example, when fires involve remote Alaska communities, 

communication and coordination is often complicated due to the lack of technological access in 

many locations. While response personnel may be transmitting warning messages through cell 

phones, telephones, and devices with internet and data roaming capabilities, there are many 

households throughout rural Alaska without access to any of these devices. This factor can severely 

impact adequate and rapid fire response when essential personnel may need to search for and 

locate affected residents living “off the grid.”  

In order to increase effective communications and coordination during a disaster, group members 

agreed that relationships should be established ahead of time, and on a consistent basis. For 

example, members suggested hosting trainings in local communities for fire safety and awareness, 

as well as creating semi-annual collaborative workshops amongst response agencies (i.e. between 

the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. National Guard, USCG, NOAA, NWS, etc.) in order to initiate and maintain 

conversations. In addition, Group C highlighted that synchronized communication systems or 

channels could be established for disasters such as these, so that all response personnel can 

access the same information at the same time.  

 

Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann 
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Group D identified several gaps for this scenario, which consist of a need for modifications to 

Alaskan forest fire models and forecasting, and a technology gap that could be filled by unmanned 

aircraft systems. 

Group D noted that forest fire models in Alaska do exist, but that these models are somewhat limited 

in their ability to model forest fires.  Group D participants speculated that a weather forecast model 

could be combined with a combustion model in order to predict how forecasted weather might 

impact forest fires.  Participants also 

mentioned that more observational data 

was needed for forest fire models.  While 

weather balloons are often dispatched 

during forest fires in order to track how 

these fires spread, there may be a need 

for more ground-based observational 

data.  Nevertheless, there seems to be a 

need for a weather-based forest fire 

forecast model.  Lightning, which is a 

common cause of remote forest fires, was 

noted to be a concern.   

 

 

Group D noted that most lightning models seem to have an issue forecasting above 70 degrees 

north since many of these models rely on space-based data collection.  The Alaska Fire Service has 

two meteorologists who specialize in lightning models and may know more about the limitations of 

these models. 

Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) were discussed as a means to record observational data during 

forest fires.  In particular, UAS similar to a type that NOAA employs could be potentially useful in this 

endeavor.  However, these UAS must be equipped with specific sensors in order to collect 

observational data useful for modeling forest fires.   

Pre-burn forest data also must be collected (potentially by UAS) in order to make valid observations 

about the state of a forest fire and its potential to spread towards certain biomes.  Wind speed was 

noted as a very important variable for forest fire modeling, which could be easily determined by a 

UAS.  Finally, Federal Aviation Administration requirements were also discussed in terms of the 

ability to fly unmanned aircraft. 

In terms of actual response capability, participants mentioned that the National Weather Service 

does employ incident management teams during wildfires.  Prior forest fire sites were also noted to 

be prone to flash flooding and subsequent accelerated forest fires. 

 

 

 

Figure 18: ADAC Senior Research Professional Jason Roe, moderates Group D 

discussions. Photo: ADAC 
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Scenario #3 

 

A new “adventure class” cruise vessel with 500 souls aboard in the eastern Beaufort Sea headed for 

the NW Passage encounters an unexpected 

mechanical failure just after encountering a more 

severe than expected storm. A number of 

passengers, unprepared for the difficulties of the 

storm and effects on the transit, become ill 

beyond the ability for the crew to cope, 

necessitating a response and rescue from USCG 

and Canadian Coast Guard. Due to infirmities of 

these passengers, transiting them from the ship 

to alternative conveyance becomes nearly 

impossible, complicated by the difficulties of the 

weather. Responders are trying to determine how 

to best position themselves to slow the vessel’s 

drift and secure lines to effect a rescue of the patients in greatest need of medical care. 

The specific concerns associated with Scenario #3 and discussed by each breakout group are listed 

below:  

 Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

 Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

 How to leverage weather information to effect securing of the drifting vessel. 

 What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #3 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

 

When assessing Scenario #3, Group A participants first discussed the need for real-time 

observations in order to begin an adequate response to the crisis. In order to capture real-time data, 

Figure 19: Cruise Ship. Photo: Pixabay. 
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the group discussed employing an on-board device with the ability to transmit data to the NWS or the 

Coast Guard. If for some reason the ship did not contain WMO or AIS, there are various ways in which 

data can be collected, such as by using a series of transportable array stations, SAR, satellite (if the 

latitude and longitude of the ship are known), and/or UAV (if the conditions above the ship are clear). 

The group agreed that each of the latter options have the ability to transfer data to both the Coast 

Guard and the NWS for analysis.  

Next, the group discussed how to best address the widespread illness aboard the ship. Group A 

agreed that if the illness is contagious, passengers cannot be offloaded into Barrow, as they do not 

have the capacity to treat such a large number of passengers, and their small population size could 

be significantly impacted by a highly contagious disease. Alternatively, participants discussed 

contacting Canada for assistance using their self-contained rescue units.  

In terms of leveraging weather information for a successful response, the group highlighted several 

locations in which observation points could be placed, or existing observations could be accessed, to 

collect key data and information. Transportable arrays could be dropped along the coastline, and/or 

Prudhoe Bay contains sensors along the oil pipes that could be leveraged for data collection. 

Furthermore, NOAA has a UAV at Oliktok Point that could be utilized to request medical and 

observational kits. Lastly, VIIRS (A U.S. Polar Orbiting satellite) could be accessed while in orbit to 

add to overall incident awareness.  

The group members noted that unmanned operations are often not pursued during these scenarios, 

but could perhaps provide an additional vantage point. For example, if the ship did not contain WMO 

or AIS capabilities, it could send a “Save Our Ship” (SOS) signal to retrieve minute-by-minute data 

using satellites (while noting that polar orbiting satellites experience lag in collecting and 

transmitting, due to their non-stationary nature). However, due to the location of the vessel, the 

imagery may be inadequate, or at least heavily pixelated. If the ship did contain Automated 

Information Systems (AIS) capabilities, this would be accompanied by AIWIPPS data, which would 

provide needed information such as such as geographic coordinates.  

 

Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

When assessing Scenario #3, Group B participants focused their discussion on the issue of ice. 

Group members expressed that the responding meteorological agencies have the ability to forecast 

the ice edge, but everything beyond the ice edge is very difficult in accuracy...perhaps only achieving 

0-15% of forecast accuracy against actual conditions. This measurement is less of a problem for 

small boats, as they can navigate more easily through ice fields. Large ships, such as the cruise ship 

illustrated in this scenario, are at greater risk due to their decreased maneuverability.  Furthermore, 

submerged ice poses an even greater threat to the ship as it often escapes the detection of sensors. 
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Therefore, an in-situ device is greatly needed on larger vessels in order to better locate the presence 

of submerged ice.  

In addition to ice, the crisis response is also complicated by wind. According to the group 

participants, wind information can potentially be derived via suitable sensors placed aboard 

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs).  AUVs could potentially assist in providing needed 

measurements of ocean current in and under ice. 

Localized wind can also potentially be evaluated through collected imagery, by decomposing the 

image to isolate wind information at the surface of the water as a product of the rippling effects of 

the water field.  

If/once wind direction is generally known, SAR can calculate the velocity using the factors of wind 

surface and wind speed scattering. These variables are particularly important to calculate in order to 

predict the potential drift of the ship, as well as to inform potential aircraft of the flight conditions in 

the area.  

While existing technology may be used to collect the appropriate data for the response, several 

participants from Group B highlighted that the use of machine learning would significantly improve 

the data collection process for real-time information. For example, one group member suggested the 

use of a blimp or balloon near the incident site containing various sensors, such as SAR, that could 

help to identify ice in the area. The use of machine learning could help to mitigate the risk to human 

responders as they are able to capitalize on real-time data collected by autonomous unmanned 

technology.  

 

Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

 

When discussing Scenario #3, Group C first evaluated the step-by-step procedure they felt would be 

necessary to initiate the crisis response. First, a weather report would be required, and likely 

acquired by the U.S. Coast Guard. Next, the National Ice Center would be contacted in order to 

gather data and information on the presence of ice in the ship’s surrounding area. In particular, if 

there is significant ice surrounding the ship, there is a risk of damaging the hull of the ship, 

threatening the ship’s ability to stay afloat in the harsh conditions.  

In order to respond to civilian lives at risk, response agencies would need to evaluate a potential 

evacuation zone containing medical facilities, such as a nearby village. However, similar to Group B, 

Group C agreed that offloading sick passengers into a village risks overstressing the carrying 

capacity of that village, and correspondingly the overall health of its residents. Therefore, the 

location in which participants would be evacuated would need to be screened and critically 

evaluated. In order to avoid exacerbating the current health crisis onboard, group participants 
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suggested that at least 2 doctors should be employed on the ship, and should be accompanied by 2 

more SAR doctors before allowing passengers to disembark.  

In order to capture weather observations, participants agreed that cruise ships should utilize their 

own meteorological devices, while also consulting the expertise of the NWS. In addition, members 

discussed the potential to install more weather cameras and devices in coastal villages along the 

ship’s transportation route, increasing the domain awareness.  

When discussing communication needs, the group agreed that their needs are universal. Weather in 

the Arctic is harsh, the State of Alaska is very large, and resources are very thin; these characteristics 

compound to make the creation of adequate and widespread communications capabilities 

particularly difficult. In a situation such as Scenario #3, effective communication is crucial.  

 

Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann  

 

For the adventure cruise response effort, the meteorological needs of response forces that Group D 

identified were weather observations from the adrift ship in addition to forecast wind, current, and 

tide information.  Observational environmental data would inform response operations planning and 

coordination to highlight or eliminate response options. Severe weather and lack of long range 

communications infrastructure were identified as primary factors increasing risk to operators.   

Assets that were identified to be of use to initial response efforts included collaboration from nearby 

vessels, weather balloons, and resource contact lists.  Nearby vessels could potentially aid in the 

response effort, provided they were large enough to transport passengers and their illness is not 

communicable.  Assistance from oil companies and Canada were also identified as potential Mass 

Rescue Operation resources.  Group D noted that, in this scenario, strong collaborative partnerships 

would be critical to managing this multi-agency response operation.  A NWS balloon kit could also be 

of assistance to response efforts, assuming the balloon had proper instrumentation and the ship 

had helium reserves.  Contact lists for response assets, provided in advance, were suggested as a 

time-saving measure.  Another time-saving measure suggested was communication about 

emergency equipment aboard the ship prior to the incident.  If time is running short due to lack of 

provisions aboard the ship, deployable seasonal emergency packages could provide food and 

medical supplies to the ship. 
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Scenario #4 

Due to a severe storm across Southwestern Alaska, 

the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta experiences significant 

flooding, necessitating a widespread rescue of 

people across a geographically dispersed area. 

Complicating matters is river flooding, as the storm 

moves inland and causes the rescue needs to 

become more acute. Village elders and children are 

particularly compromised by the accumulative effects 

weather and stress, and will require increased 

medical attention.  

 

 

The specific concerns associated with Scenario #4 and discussed by each breakout group are listed 

below:  

 Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

 Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

 Assessing how to advise medical responder’s cumulative effects of weather stresses 

affecting local community. 

 What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #4 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

 

In order to begin assessing Scenario #4, Group A participants began by discussing the initial crisis 

response. First, the NWS would suggest that local residents leave the area. State emergency centers 

would also be alerted to the risk in order to begin prepositioning emergency response equipment 

and personnel, and to collect preliminary observations. The Alaska River Forecast would additionally 

be contacted to assess the river flow, and to gage the total overflow area in order to estimate the 

Figure 20: Coastal Flooding Photo: Pixabay 
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size and impact of the flooding. Furthermore, radar and VIIRS would be utilized to determine the 

presence of standing water. Lastly, pre-flood maps could be sourced to compare current flooding 

conditions with pre-flood conditions.  

Following the discussions of the initial crisis response, Group A discussed how to advise medical 

responders’ of the potential cumulative effects of weather stresses on the local affected community. 

First, the group agreed that the state emergency personnel would inform medical responders of the 

current conditions, and would jointly assess those at the highest risk. Next, the head of medical crisis 

response in Bethel would require consultation in order to gather increased situational awareness of 

the local community. Lastly, external agencies that may be contacted for additional support would be 

tribal associations and corporations, hydrologists, the river forecast center, and the rock duty office. 

In addition, the group collectively suggested that a playbook for flooding should be developed for 

each region in Alaska. 

When discussing the communication needs of Scenario #4, Group A promoted the concept of a 

portable data system with the ability to process data, rather than the typical procedure of sending 

scenario data elsewhere to be processed, and awaiting the return of the processed data back to the 

operation. The Group’s idea involves utilizing satellites to send data to ground stations, where it 

would then be piped from the receiving station to the desired location. The potential system was 

visualized as a quick response and spin-up system to be placed on-site for the emergency, such as a 

mobile NESDIS. Ideally, the device could be a virtual machine.  

 

Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

Group B primarily tackled Scenario 4’s questions by discussing meteorological needs.  There was, 

however, some discussion surrounding evacuation procedures and potential health issues caused by 

flooding. 

Much of the data needed for a flood crisis is river gage data and better information about hydrologic 

inflows and outflows.  Some members of Group B noted that partnerships with U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) were valuable for flood crises.  Additionally, river flow gages were a valuable source of 

data, and modeling needs could be met by the National Water Model.  Participants noted very large 

gaps in Alaskan flood modeling, however.  Alaskan water models in the National Water Model are out 

of date.  Additionally, hydrology and bathymetry data in Alaska is sparse, which is particularly 

problematic because knowing inflows and outflows of water, in addition to the potential retaining 

volume for a given plot of land, greatly helps inform floodplain modeling. Better river flow 

information, requiring far more river flow gages, may be a future necessity.  This gage data would 

help researchers understand inflows and outflows in Alaska, in addition to helping inform 

researchers about changes in storage and overflow potential.  Another noted gap in capability was 
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that there are limited means to determine if predicted flood levels threaten primary infrastructure.  

Looking forward, Group B participants did note that there is a goal to combine smaller water models 

into a single comprehensive water model.   

What time of year the flood occurs is also of great importance.  Precipitation quantity varies 

throughout the year in Alaska.  Additionally, snowmelt is another hydrologic cycle factor that could be 

significant in a flood scenario.  There is a need to understand how much precipitation generally 

occurs. There is also a need for snow depth calculations in order to determine the equivalent rainfall 

for a given snowfield.  In particular, the volume and density of snow needs to be known for accurate 

equivalent rainfall calculations. 

Group B briefly discussed that very long-range forecasting would be of use in appropriate direction of 

crisis response measures for a flood event.  The earlier responders know of a potential event, the 

more comprehensive the response can be.  Group B also discussed potential sanitation issues 

caused by flooding, which could complicate efforts to prioritize evacuations. 

 

Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

 

When assessing Scenario #4, Group C largely focused their discussion on the topic of technology. 

The group first evaluated how the initial emergency alert would be broadcasted to local community 

members given that mobile cell-phones are not always abundant in rural Alaska, and/or the 

reception is poor. One group participant highlighted that many residents in the affected area have 

access to social media platforms that could be utilized for a disaster alert. Another member 

suggested the use of University of Alaska Fairbanks HAARP (an experimental, very high powered High 

Frequency Radio System) to send emergency messages.  

In addition to technology for emergency alerts, Group C discussed the technology required for NOAA 

to gather rapid flood data in this type of scenario. A NOAA representative in the group stated that 

NOAA has access to river flood prediction devices, however, these gadgets are usually only 

accessible using thumb drives or Wi-Fi, which may not be a possibility in this situation. As a result, 

NOAA would likely depend heavily on real-time observations from local community members on the 

ground during this crisis.  

Lastly, the group discussed the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAVs) to gather real-time data and 

information on the current situation.  
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Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann  

In terms of meteorological needs, Group D stated that flooding events can be modeled and should 

be predicted in well in advance of severe weather, and that a longer-term forecast models may be 

needed to provide enough time for evacuations from isolated communities.  Automated river gauge 

data would be useful in order to determine water levels and inform models to accurately forecast the 

total extent of the flooding.  Local communities will be the best resources for specific information 

about how their locality recovers from flooding events and what areas are most flood-prone.  

Localized flooding due to ice jams in certain waterways is a fairly common occurrence and may 

exacerbate a flooding event, challenging flood prediction information in specific areas.  State and 

local governments should conduct exercises and maintain high levels of familiarity with evacuation 

plans and emergency management protocols.   

Possible response efforts noted by Group D were private pilots, ships, and helicopters.  Private pilots 

could be used for evacuation.  If this were the case, the oldest and youngest members of a 

community would have to be prioritized, and evacuation would have to be done prior to 

flooding.  Ships were noted as useful response assets when paired with helicopters, especially if the 

ship had a landing pad and helicopter refueling capability. 

Group D also noted that fuel tanks may leak due to flooding, and could cause lingering 

environmental problems. 

 

Scenario #5 

A new acute flu strain hits the community of drillers and operators in 

the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay. Similar to the Spanish Flu Epidemic in 

1918, the most fit and capable people (which categorizes the bulk of 

the population) become the most severely affected. However, due to 

a perpetual cycle of winter storms, visibility at the airport is becoming 

increasingly worse, which poses problematic evacuation protocol for 

personnel. 

 

 

 

The specific concerns associated with Scenario #4 and discussed by each breakout group are listed 

below:  

 Addressing response forces meteorological needs, in order to allow improved decision in 

decision maker “go/no-go” determination in dispatching response vessels/vehicles. 

Figure 21: Medical Red Cross.  

Image: Pixabay. 
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 Assessing “what data is needed” and associated quantity of such data to improve forecasts. 

 What communications and domain awareness/domain understanding needs (and decision 

management tools) are needed by the forecast community to improve support associated 

the scenario? 

 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #5 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

 

In terms of the onsite observations required to assess Scenario #5, Group A discussed that the state 

would first need to reach out to those that control the sensor data in the region in order to gain 

access. Once access is granted, the sensor data would allow WRF to begin creating models for a 

TAF.  

Additional means of acquiring onsite observations discussed by the group included utilizing truck 

webcams and CV radios, as well as the local airport webcams. An additional data point of interest 

would be to implement an airport infrared camera in order to provide both routine and visual data.  

In order to address the issue of fog, the group discussed the need to track visibility at least ten to 

twenty miles off of the coastline to allow adequate time for forecasters to warn of incoming fog. 

However, the optimal location to provide this situational awareness would need to be determined.  

The group further discussed the use of unmanned aerial craft as a means to provide ground 

observations of the airport. This conversation prompted questioning from the group as to whether 

there is a need for weather hardened small UAS. For example, does a non-DOD system exist that 

could be utilized for this type of scenario? If not, the group agreed that one should be strategically 

placed in Utqiagvik (formerly known as Barrow).  

In order to address those sick or injured on the ground, group participants discussed the need to 

take stock of the available medical supplies, with the ability to ideally utilize a webcam to contact a 

medical professional. In this situation, there may be an additional need for an airdrop of medical 

supplies. Furthermore, due to the potential severity of the outbreak, the CDC would likely be 

contacted for assistance, while doctors from Utqiagvik and/or Barrow would need to be sent to the 

scene as well. 
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Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

Group B discussed meteorological needs and domain awareness needs for Scenario 5.   

Meteorological needs mostly centered around offshore formations of polynyas.  Polynyas were noted 

to create a boundary layer phenomenon with the ground, whereby small-grained snowstorms are 

occasionally formed within the boundary layer.  These small-grained snowstorms often present 

hazards to pilots in the form of freezing spray and minimal visibility.  Group B speculated that C-130s 

or helicopters would be the primary method of transportation, which are both vulnerable to freezing 

spray and low visibility.  There would have to be information on possible landing sites for these 

modes of transportation.  In order to obtain this information, there would need to be routine flights to 

determine how the polynyas are changing.  There would also be a need for ground-truthing remote 

observational data. 

The discussion then moved on to questions regarding ice observations, presumably centered around 

potential sea ice landing sites.  Questions such as the tensile strength of ice and whether ice would 

break up arose, which led to the observation of critical knowledge gaps in ice observations.  A 

determination of the strength of first year to multiyear ice was suggested as a knowledge gap.  

Questions about visual identification of first and second year ice also were asked and reflectivity was 

noted to be key in determining the age of an ice pack.   

Group B noted that SAR and ice observations were key.  They also suggested that high-frequency 

radar could assist in observing ice movements.  Acoustic sensors were discussed as a way to detect 

the breakup and generation of ice, which could be further enhanced by the addition of machine 

learning algorithms to detect and notify of ice breakup and generation events.  One question that 

arose for acoustic sensing was the need for researching the appropriate sensor density necessary to 

determine ice conditions in certain areas.  Pairing of high frequency and acoustic sensing techniques 

could be a good way to detect ice movements, polynyas, and areas of low visibility before crisis 

response assets arrive.  However, power and bandwidth were noted issues. 

Dual frequency GPS was a suggested way to derive moisture content from US array weather 

stations.  Top-down and down-up GPS and sensing would allow huge leaps in atmospheric modeling 

and analysis.  Research of top-down and down-up GPS has been conducted, but integration of these 

technologies has not been studied for some time.  The integration of these technologies would be 

valuable, because currently no weather stations in Alaska can sense moisture concentrations in 

vertical columns (i.e., fog or thick snow).  
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Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

When assessing Scenario #5, the group first highlighted the negative interaction of the affected 

area’s terrain with the exacerbation of the disease outbreak. In the given disaster scenario location, 

the terrain is relatively flat, which puts sewer and filtration systems at risk of flooding into populated 

locations. If this were to be the case, and medical personnel were unable to access all community 

members, Group C participants suggested utilizing medical airdrops to provide residents with the 

appropriate supplies to help mitigate the spread of illnesses caused by flooding contaminates. 

Furthermore, group members suggested that emergency response personnel should remain in 

constant communication with the local individuals on the ground in order to receive real-time 

weather updates should there be any breaks in the system that may allow aircraft/assistance to 

arrive.   

 

Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann  

 

Group D noted that weather radar advancements could be very useful and may be necessary, due to 

frequent low visibility conditions in Prudhoe Bay.  Accurate, high fidelity weather forecasting and 

precise mission planning were discussed as necessities in order to take full advantage of potential 

small windows of good weather.  Weather data and aviation forecasts were noted to be quite 

accurate in Prudhoe Bay, however low visibility often prevents commercial aircraft from landing and 

providing assistance.  Observational weather sensors coupled with accurate models that could better 

predict future low visibility conditions and periods of improved visibility would aid in responding to 

this incident and many other potential incidents in that area. 

Land and sea-based communications were noted as potentially being problematic if the weather is 

severe enough.  Limited power and medical care facilities were said to be reliable and high-quality in 

Prudhoe Bay.  If possible, a medical package may need to be deployed due to limited resources for 

dealing with a particularly virulent strain of influenza.   

An infection control plan would have to be in place to quarantine personnel and prevent further 

infections from occurring.   
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Scenario #6 

An impromptu dynamically planned scenario placed at the end of the workshop.  A Russian flagged 

LNG tanker, leaking oil, runs aground 13 miles offshore near Nome in the late September 

timeframe.  The vessel is at risk of violently combusting due to damaged cooling systems. 

Breakout Group Discussions of Scenario #6 

Breakout Group A 

Moderator: Jessica Garron, UAF 

Group Recorder: Rachel Lewis, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Amy Holman, Ryan Metzer, Alan Hickford, Linsay Tardif-Huber, Matthew Cox, 

David Kennedy 

If this situation was to occur, group A agreed that various departments and communities would 

immediately need to be involved. However, it was noted that two situations would most likely be the 

fallout of this, an international incident and resultant conflict, or it would be a mechanism in which to 

build cooperation with Russia into the future. Since the tanker in this situation is now in U.S. 

Territory, an aircraft would likely be able to provide visual and atmospheric data on the situation.  

Due to the location of the vessel, it was recommended that Nome be evacuated. While Kotzebue is 

the closest large community to the respective location of the tanker, it was noted that it would be 

better to move civilians to Anchorage in order to mitigate capacity strain on the community of 

Kotzebue. In addition, the group discussed the need for a weather service model at high resolution. 

For example, a portable, powered observation station, or a UAS, could be staged in order to provide 

additional support. No matter the solution, the group agreed that it must be affordable for remote 

Alaska.  

 

Breakout Group B 

Moderator: Dr. Holly Dockery, Sandia National Labs 

Group Recorder: Quinn Wilkins, UNH Student  

Group Participants: Don Moore, Brian Dolph, John Murphy, Scott Socolofsky, Carven Scott 

 

Group B noted the geopolitical concerns associated with the tanker, but also noted a need for 

interagency and international coordination for all parties to successfully resolve the tanker problem. 

Geopolitical concerns noted by Group B were that U.S. meteorological services have an obligation to 

interact with Russian meteorological services.  There would be a need for U.S. meteorologists to 

have a discussion with Russian meteorologists to provide accurate forecasts of vessel drift.  Group B 

questioned whether flying an aircraft near the vessel would heighten geopolitical tensions, although 

this would give atmospheric observations and eyes on the area in the immediate vicinity of the 
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vessel.  Group B also discussed that this event could either be an avenue for stronger international 

bonds in the Arctic, or a potential start to international war. 

In terms of interagency coordination, Group B stated that the U.S. Department of State would be the 

first contact.  Other stakeholder agencies might be DOD, NOAA, USCG, NWS, and State of Alaska.  

  

Breakout Group C 

Moderator: Ellee Matthews, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Raul Reutov, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Phil McGillivary, Michael Bonadonna, Tom Ainsworth, Samuel Shea, Emily Motz 

 

Like many groups, Group C suggested that a call to the U.S. Department of State should first be 

made. In addition, an aircraft would be helpful as it can remain in U.S. Territory while gathering visual 

and meteorological data on the situation. Effectively leveraging UAS technology would provide critical 

situational awareness without the enhanced risks associated with manned aircraft in close proximity 

to hazardous conditions. 

 

Breakout Group D 

Moderator: Jason Roe, ADAC 

Group Recorder: Jack McCaslin, UAA ADAC Fellow 

Group Participants: Brenda Dunkle, Jifeng Peng, Renee Tatusko, Heather Seemann 

 

Group D noted that multiple agencies would be required to solve this problem.  In addition, Nome 

would almost certainly need to be evacuated.  However, because this would likely be an international 

problem, Group D speculated that this could be a good opportunity to strengthen international 

relations. 

This scenario would most certainly stress communications resources and require advanced 

metrological data for risk mitigation and tactical awareness.  This scenario would require a multitude 

of aircraft operations to both effect evacuations of Nome, but also to closely monitor the situation 

and resultant environmental hazards. 
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Conclusions 

The Arctic Crisis Weather Coordination workshop 

consisted of a focused gathering of weather 

forecasting, environmental modeling, and operations 

management professionals.  Workshop groups and 

discussions were meteorological-data-tool focused to 

facilitate the identification of mission essential 

environmental data.   

The preceding Arctic IoNS 2019 brought together a 

talented group of professionals with a vested interest 

in the health, safety, and prosperity of Arctic 

Communities, Maritime Operations, and pristine Arctic 

landscapes.  Their combined experience, vision, and 

keen understanding of the environmental and socio-economic forces that drive Rural Arctic 

emergency preparedness propelled the workshop forward in pointedly evaluating models and 

forecast products. 

The scenario-induced Arctic operations planning guided spirited discussions closely aligned with 

tabletop exercise topics.  No Industry, Community, or Government agency operating in the Arctic 

should shoulder the enormous risks associated with going-it-alone in such a remote and harsh 

environment.  Strength through partnership and an all hands, stakeholder-driven approach in 

effectively leveraging technologies and innovative planning of multi-purpose weather data collection 

infrastructure is vital to responsive emergency management strategies, good stewardship of Arctic 

interests, and protection of precious natural resources.   

Research pathways with the potential to resolve multiple capability gaps can minimize costs and 

foster interagency coordination, and are highly valued due to their multi-use potential.  One such 

research pathway includes Arctic Drone/UAV/AUV use for remote area facility inspections, 

environmental monitoring, and emergency communications.  Another popular multi-faceted research 

pathway involves inter-agency development of portable emergency communications, environmental 

monitoring, and power production platforms capable of sustained and autonomous operation in 

extreme cold and darkness.  Effective development of Arctic communications pathways requires end-

user consideration and support throughout the research and development process, particularly in 

remote areas where whole-of-community familiarization with technological concepts and system 

functionality are vital to acceptance and effective modernization.  

Figure 22: Fog and tree line Photo: Pixabay 
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One gap repeatedly identified by participants is 

the need for increased automation and precision 

in the prediction and monitoring of Alaskan flood 

events.  As Alaskan flooding can consist of 

varying degrees of snow melt, glacial melt, storm 

surge, and rainwater, and is contingent upon 

multiple factors including rainfall amount, air 

temperature, snow depth, waterway icing, and 

Ice blockage potential; Flooding forecast 

predictions are complex and require precise 

datasets and accurate observational validation to 

maintain tactical accuracy.  Accurate models are doubly important in remote and rural areas as 

obtaining ground-level observational flood data is extremely dangerous during flood events when 

accelerated erosion and damage to infrastructure is likely. 

Another identified gap in current analysis products is forecasting low-visibility events and storms.  As 

visibility directly impacts mission risk assessment procedures and is likely to completely prevent 

response operations, Model accuracy is vital to long range response operations planning and 

coordination.  If a response resource travels over a thousand miles to conduct a mission that is 

scrubbed upon arrival, the costs in terms of time, Money, and crew risk are substantial, however, the 

additional cost of burning resources that now must rest as the weather clears could unfortunately  

be measured in lives lost.  With limited response resources present in Alaska, a precise, high-

resolution operational picture is critical for maximizing each resource’s effectiveness. The potential 

for high fidelity weather models and forecasts to not only assist in making long range “go or no-go” 

decisions, but also long range “when best to go” decisions, can bring a new level of precision to 

operational planning and risk management discussions. 

Several groups discussed mobile or Autonomous weather sensing and observation stations capable 

of withstanding storm force winds.  These monitoring stations could be strategically deployed and 

temporarily utilized in crisis situations to provide critical environmental data to potential responders.  

The potential advantages of these deployable stations is that they offset some requirements for 

environmental data collecting infrastructure, they can provide aircraft observation datasets with no 

risk to aircrews, and they do not require large storage space. 

Participants also frequently discussed communications challenges as they relate to communicating 

on scene observational data from remote areas.  As severe weather impacts an area, the likelihood 

of significant power and communications outages significantly increase.  Severe weather most 

significantly impacts the limited communications infrastructure of remote and rural communities and 

severe events may reduce or even eliminate all available communications pathways.  Even the most 

sophisticated and technologically advanced weather sensors are of limited use if their data cannot 

be quickly communicated to weather professionals for use by planners and responders.  

The challenge of placing traditional environmental data buoys in remote regions that experience 

significant seasonal icing was also discussed, with the corresponding need for new environmental 

data collection systems and methodologies that can be deployed and operate autonomously in those 

challenging and remote maritime environments.       

Figure 23: Rain and flooding Photo: Pixabay 
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In the vast and remote Alaskan environment, operators readily and routinely assume elevated risks 

from extremes in both distance and climate.  Remote and barren landscapes devoid of infrastructure 

and population centers severely limit the likelihood of other, “outside the box” response options for 

Mass Rescue operations or for rescue of the responders, should the need arise.   

Climate challenges range from the extreme cold of winter in northern latitudes to the challenge of 

unknowns as weather events shatter records and challenge conventional wisdom.  As climate 

change results in storms with more force, higher storm surge, and greater frequency, responders will 

increasingly encounter never-before-seen hazards that must be mitigated by environmental models 

and weather predictions for risk mitigating response operations planning.  Planning long-range 

response operations into “Never seen here before” severe weather systems makes accurately 

assessing risks a daunting task that must be as well informed as technologically possible to ensure 

safety of responders and effective rescue of those in peril.  

As weather patterns become more unpredictable, baselines become more difficult to establish and 

project forward.  This environmental data “ground clutter” inhibits precise measurement and 

documentation of resting environmental states.  This increasingly unpredictable new status quo 

requires more precise investigative tools and processes including research into and formulation of 

increased resolution whole-of-domain awareness sensors and models.   

One frequently mentioned need is for Alaska-based climate and weather agencies to agree on a 

common host program language and associated Graphical user interface.  This would foster greater 

collaboration and flatten the learning curve for professionals approaching those systems as 

“collateral duty” users, thereby improving the critical effort to payoff ratio indicative of successful 

user buy-in. 

Weather modeling and forecast development products provide operationally critical information for a 

wide array of tasks from wildfire responses to inland Search and Rescue to disaster response and 

recovery missions.  And although peripheral environmental datasets may shift with differing 

response operations and response resources, the core information requirements including 

temperature, visibility, wind speed, wind direction, precipitation, wave height, and cloud ceilings will 

remain largely the same.  As such, a refined, multi-agency virtual forecast center could become a key 

to improving response planning and reducing operational risks to emergency responders, Arctic 

corporations, and the public.   

Increasing the overall resolution, accuracy, and relative confidence in forecasts and models requires 

a high level of interagency cooperation and coordination within the weather science and response 

coordination communities.  Future research into emerging sensor and communications technologies 

should be developed from the requirements of both the meteorological and emergency response 

communities to ensure mutual needs are met. 

The Arctic Crisis Weather workshop demonstrated that Federal, State, and local agencies should 

continue to work together in pursuit of advanced methods, technologies, and synergies that can 

benefit all Arctic operators.  The more clearly environmental conditions can be defined, the more 

safely and effectively operations can be planned, thus reducing risks assumed by Arctic operators 

and ultimately saving lives. 
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Due to variance in mission needs of associated meteorological service agencies at U.S. Federal, 

State and Local levels oriented to remote and austere regions such as the Arctic, solutions should 

seek multi-functional architecture, adaptable for a wide range of potential emergencies.   Gaining 

incident domain awareness at fine scale via new technologies is needed and needed sooner to 

reduce the risk to responders and to increase the confidence of decision makers dispatching 

personnel to the crisis.  Reducing the silos between maritime and inland response communities can 

be enabled (at least in part) by science and technology tools flexible enough to address a wide range 

of incidents while being suitable for use by multiple response organizations and government 

agencies.   

Many who are fluent in the chronic shortfalls of the Arctic, are not be surprised that participants 

stressed the need for developing advanced, modern communications and energy solutions to 

augment existing infrastructure during disaster response operations and for continued use in the 

most remote Arctic areas.   

Increasing fidelity and precision of modeling the physical characteristics of the Arctic remains a 

persistent need.  Models have advanced important information in characterizing the Arctic in large 

scale, but often such scale is insufficient to be useful for actual operations.   Accordingly, the need 

for high-fidelity tools that can describe and predict on-scene conditions remains an urgent and 

unmet need.   

Workshop planners note that NWS Alaska’s “Arctic Test Bed” provides a remarkable forum to 

experiment in science and technology, suitable for improved synergy between researchers and 

operators coping with the challenges of the Arctic region.  This is a resource that could prove 

substantially useful to multiple disciplines of geophysical and environmental researchers and 

associated service providers in the coming months and years.   

 

In closing, the Crisis Weather 

Coordination workshop 

provided the meteorological 

services community a chance 

to address specific scenarios in 

a unified team construct.  While 

the bulk of the workshop 

focused in “how” the 

community of meteorological 

services would need to 

effectively respond and what 

new areas of science and 

technology would be helpful to 

improve the performance of 

response, a larger question perhaps should be considered by this community in subsequent forums: 

what authorities, policies and/or resource sharing between U.S Federal departments, agencies, 

state, local and non-government are needed to overcome gaps and shortfalls in responding in order 

Figure 24:  Arctic Weather...dynamic and increasingly so.  Credit:  ADAC 
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to achieve a more unified (again, from a meteorological services vantage) whole to an incident of 

significance, particularly if the crisis was nationally significant? 

In order to address this potentially, most significant aspect of the Crisis Weather Coordination 

workshop, it is likely, a follow-on set of meetings, perhaps even workshops are considered, 

specifically targeting this concluding discussion as the principal focus, a far preferable method to  

consider well prior to a national crisis which causes an acute concern, necessitating such 

consideration under the duress of the event itself. 

The Arctic Domain Awareness Center and the University of Alaska was deeply honored to support the 

U.S. federal, State of Alaska and Arctic regional meteorological services community in the planning, 

conduct and reporting of the May 2019 Crisis Weather Coordination workshop. 

 

 


